The NO ONE LEFT BEHIND project
is an innovation action co-funded
by Horizon 2020 Framework
Programme, which uses video
games techniques to enhance the
students’ abilities across all
academic subjects, as well as their
computational proficiency, creativity and social skills. The project
will provide special benefits for
students at risk of exclusion.

A New Generation of
Pocket Code
What is Pocket Code? Pocket Code
is an application for mobile devices
that has been developed in Austria,
by the Graz University of
Technology. It allows children to
create their own games, animations, music, videos, and many
types of apps, directly on their
phones or tablets to attract,
motivate and engage students with
gaming concepts.
‘No One Left Behind’ is a 30-month
project with a budget of €3.2
million that has started on January
2015 and that involves a
consortium of European educationalists, computer, scientists, videogame companies, designers and
innovation managers. The project is
co-ordinated by INMARK Europa
(Spain) and it includes the
participation of 7 key partners
coming from 4 European countries:
Austria, Germany, Spain and United
Kingdom.

Download our application at:
www.no1leftbehind.eu

The project is currently running
through 3 experimental pilots in
five schools involving about 600
students over 9 - 17 years old,
across up to 12 subjects, in 3
countries targeting different perspectives of students at risk of
exclusion:
• Austria: This pilot focuses on
gender exclusion in teenagers, located in the city of
Graz .
• Spain: This pilot focuses on
students growing at risk of
not reaching their full
potential as they come from
very different collectives,
located in Andalucía, Spain.
• United Kingdom: This pilot
focuses on children with
special educational needs
and disability from primary
and
secondary
schools
located in London.
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